
Each month when I take prospective parents on our regular Tuesday Tour, I get questions about recess 

at Lafayette.  It is clear to me that these parents want their children to have some out of doors free time 

during the school day.  They hear that recess is being severely limited in schools and seem reassured 

that at Lafayette we still value that free play time in the middle of the day.  We also know that children 

learn better when they can take a break and get some time to move around.  So we continue our recess 

traditions at Lafayette, going out as often as we can. 

We make the recess call each day at about 11:30.  If the weather is the least bit iffy, either Mr. McCoy or 

I will go outside and make a decision based on current conditions.  One factor is what does the 

playground look like?  We know that the field area is closed for a large percentage of the winter.  It just 

doesn’t dry out after rain or snow like it does in the warmer months.  But ice on the playground will also 

keep us in.  So while the sky may be blue and the sun shining, too much snow or ice will keep us inside.  

In years past, we have had shoveling details to assist in cleaning off areas after a large storm and several 

days inside.  Our 4th and 5th graders actually like to shovel snow and will spend an entire recess period 

working on moving snow into the sun.   

Next is temperature and wind chill factor.  We often check the Washington Post website to see what the 

current wind chill factor is when making a decision.  It can be pretty cold, but as a native of Chicago I 

know that it’s the wind will that can really do you in.  Last Friday about half the children actually took off 

their jackets because they got so warm running around with temperatures in the low 40’s and very little 

wind.  Jackets were piled high until a huge ‘jacket mountain’ was created.  But the same temperature 

with wind gusts to 50 mph can be brutal.  So wind chills in the teens keep us inside while temperatures 

in the high 20’s with no breeze are outside days.   

We also hedge our bets on misty days.  Is it really going to rain or not?  Again the radar sometimes 

helps, but we have been caught with children outside when a light rain begins.  In May or June we play 

on.  If you really don’t like the drizzle, you can stand under the cafeteria overhang.  But a warm day and 

little chance of getting really soaked means we stay outside.  A chilly day means a quick run back to class 

and getting teachers to their new duty posts.  So we like to be as accurate as we can on drippy days.  

While outdoor recess is going on, indoors the school is full of other activities, especially for grades 3-5.  

We have Scrabble Club and Jewelry Club.  International Club will start up again when Mrs. Pereira 

returns from maternity leave.  Open art is full almost every day.  Something musical happens every day.  

Peace Club is in the aftercare area.  At this time of the year, Ms. McClure has activities related to Jump 

Rope for Heart going on in the gym. When spring allergy season is in full bloom the Great Hall fills up 

with students who need to limit their outside time playing board games.  And other adjustments are 

made to best meet the needs of all of Lafayette’s children as they arise.   

So yes, we still do recess at Lafayette.  We still let our children out to scream and run around.  We let 

them create new games like wall ball (Don’t even ask.  I have no idea what the rules are.  Each year it 

looks like a completely new game.)  We let them talk with friends.  We give them a time where they are 

‘in charge’ while we are the observers.  We let them run and climb and spin.  After all isn’t recess the 

best part of the day?  It was when I was in school. 



 

 


